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At the year of 2012, the android ICs Smartphone enhancement is growing faster. There are
higher performance, more complete features offered, the more sophisticated technology used,
to know what any Android products which have the best features offered in all facilities offered.
There are the top 8 of the best approaching Android ICS Smartphone in 2012.
Number one is occupied by HTC Edge. It is still to be a secret due to no official announcement
for this approaching product. But from rumor gotten, it will be powered by 1.5GHz Quad Core
NVIDIA Tegra 3 and also supported by Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich with HTC Sense UI for
the Operating system. It is outfitted by camera 8MP as well.
The second number is occupied by HTC Primo. This primo will be powered by 1GHz Dual Core
Processor, different with the Quad one. It will also be featured by Beats Audio System which
could me it more amazing. Moreover, the price offered for this device is approximately $300 $400 with OS used as the same with the Quad series and also outfitted by 5MP camera.

The third number is occupied by HTC Ville with outfitted by the thinnest handset of Smartphone.
Besides, it is also completed with the cool Beat Audio and 1.5GHz Dual Core CPU for the
processor. The camera is still in 8MP.
The fourth number is occupied by LG X3. Just like HTC edge, it has quad core handset for you
who love this feature. The other superiority features offered is the slimmest dimension which
has no more than 9 mm. the processor powered is 1GHz Quad Core CPU and has camera in
8MP.
Sony Xperia S is the fifth number of the best approaching Android ICS. It could be claimed as
the most elegant Android phone in this year. It uses 1.GHz Dual Core Qualcomm MSM8260
Snapdragon for the processor and also uses Gingerbread Operating system which is
upgradable in Ice Cream Sandwich OS. The camera has the higher acuity with 12 MP and also
has display 4.3 inch.
The sixth number is Sony Xperia Ion, the cousin of the S series. With the Xperia s series, it is
almost the same except the feature of 3D sweep panorama and face/smile detection for the
camera capability and the slightly wider in the display screen. It also will be attached with
AT&T’s blazing-fast 4G LTE network.
The seventh number is occupied by Sony Ericsson LT22i Nypon. It is a rumor that NenaMark
Benchmark will be the creator of the appearance. The price offered for this approximately $450.
The processor used is Dual Core NovaThor U8500 Chipset whereas the other features are
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almost the same with others.
Samsung Galaxy S III GT-I9300 occupies the last number that s eight. The handset will be more
sophisticated and in higher performance offered. Processor used is 1.8GHz Quad Core Exynos
4212 Chipset whereas the OS using the newest version Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich with
TouchWiz UI 4.0.
Thus, are you still curious not being patient to wait the release? Keep wait, sooner.
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